Advances in laser spectroscopy of superheavy (Z > 100) elements enabled determination of the nuclear moments of the heaviest nuclei, which requires high-precision atomic calculations of the relevant hyperfine structure (HFS) constants. Here, we calculated the HFS constants and energy levels for a number of nobelium (Z = 102) states using the hybrid approach, combining linearized coupled-cluster and configuration interaction methods. We also carried out an extensive study of the No energies using 16-electron configuration interaction method to determine the position of the 5f 13 7s 2 6d and 5f 13 7s 2 7p levels with a hole in the 5f shell to evaluate their potential effect on the hyperfine structure calculations of the low-lying 5f 14 7s6d and 5f 14 7s7p levels. We find that unlike the case of Yb, the mixing of the low-lying levels with filled and unfilled f shell is small and does not significantly influence their properties. The resulting HFS constants for the 5f 14 7s7p
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1 P o 1 level, combined with laser-spectroscopy measurement, were used to extract nobelium nuclear properties [S. Raeder et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 232503 (2018)].
I. INTRODUCTION
A study of superheavy element properties is a very important and challenging task that requires a development of new experimental and theoretical methods. Only very limited experimental information about properties of the superheavy elements is available due to their low production rate of only a few atoms per second at most. These radioactive elements must be studied immediately following their production in nuclear fusion reactions. Experimental data regarding electronic configurations and ionization potentials of these elements are very scarce and theoretical calculations are required to obtain this information. The nuclear moments of the heaviest nuclei could only be inferred from nuclear spectroscopy requiring model assumptions until recent laser spectroscopy advances [1, 2] .
Atomic spectra of different isotopes of superheavy elements can be used to obtain information on the nuclear spin, nuclear moments, and changes in nuclear meancharge radii between isotopes allowing direct probes of nuclear properties. Atom-at-a-time laser resonance ionization spectroscopy of nobelium was reported in [1] , in which the 7s
Further laser spectroscopy studies of this No transition were carried out in [2] including the measurement of the hyperfine splitting of 253 No and the isotope shifts for 252, 253, 254 No. Combining these measurements with the state-of-the-art atomic calculations allowed an extraction of the nuclear properties such as the nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments of No and change of the nuclear radius between 252, 253, and 254 isotopes [2] . In this work we describe these calculations in detail and present recommended values for a number of No hyperfine structure (HFS) constants for a future improvement of the nuclear properties determination.
A problem that occurs in the No calculation is the electronic structure of the low-lying levels. The configurations with two electrons above the closed 5f shell, such as 5f 14 7s6d and 5f 14 7s7p, can be treated with most accurate methods of calculation, such as a combination of the configuration interaction (CI) [3] with many-body perturbation theory (the CI+MBPT method) or with a coupled-cluster approach (the CI+all-order method) (see [4] [5] [6] for more details). However, these methods cannot reproduce the energy levels belonging to the 5f 13 7s 2 6d and 5f 13 7s 2 7p configurations, which have a hole in the 5f shell, and, hence, a mixing of these configurations with 5f 14 7s7p and 5f 14 7s6d. Therefore, if such states appear low in the spectra, the CI+MBPT or CI+all-order methods may not be reliable. On the other hand, if these states appear to be high in the spectra they will not affect the properties of the low-lying states with filled 5f shell.
Nobelium is a chemical homolog of Yb and it is known [7] that the Yb energy levels with unfilled 4f shell already appear at a level of 23000 cm −1 . It leads to a significant mixing of these states with the states with filled 4f shell, particularly strongly affecting the properties of the 4f 14 6s6p
1 P o 1 level and resulting in a poor accuracy of theoretical HFS constants for this state [8, 9] . To check whether this is also the case for nobelium, whose main configuration is 5f 14 7s 2 , we consider it as a system with 16 valence electrons and perform calculations of the low-lying energy levels in the framework of (i) the conventional CI method and (ii) recently developed method based on a CI technique, where excitations of the valence electrons to high-energy states are treated perturbatively (the CIPT method) [10] . It allows us to determine the position of the states with filled and unfilled 5f shell relative to each other. Both these methods do not take into account the core-valence correlations and, hence, are not expected to be as accurate as the CI-all-order method for the divalent states. But they can deal with many-valence atoms and ions giving a reasonable calculation accuracy.
Our analysis shows that an interaction of the states with filled and unfilled 5f shell is practically negligible, what allows us to consider No atom as a divalent system and apply the CI+all-order method [5] (combining CI with the linearized single-double coupled-cluster (LCCSD) method) for calculating the HFS constants of the low-lying states. We find that No case is very similar to Hg, where core-excited states appear much higher in the spectrum, not significantly affecting the accuracy of the 6s6p 1 P o 1 HFS constants. We start with a description of these energy studies and then consider the HFS constants.
II. METHODS OF CALCULATION
Here we consider No as a system with 16 valence electrons and perform calculations in the framework of the CI method. We start from a solution of the Dirac-Fock equations and carry out the initial self-consistency procedure for the [1s 2 , ..., 5f 14 7s 2 ] configuration. To optimize the calculations for a particular problem described above, we construct the orbitals for specific configurations. The 7p orbitals were constructed for the 5f 14 7s7p configuration, i.e., freezing all orbitals and moving an electron from 7s to 7p shell. The 6d orbitals were constructed for the 5f 13 7s 2 6d configuration. The virtual orbitals were constructed as described in [11, 12] . In total, the basis set included orbitals up to 9s, 9p, 8d, 8f , and 7g. The size of a configuration space grows very rapidly with increasing the basis set. The basis used by us makes the calculation manageable while still allowing to perform convergence tests to ensure the validity of the results. The configuration space was formed by allowing single and double excitations for the even-parity states from the configurations 5f 14 7s 2 and 5f 14 7s6d and for the odd-parity states from the configurations 5f 14 7s7p and 5f 13 7s 2 6d. To verify a convergence of the CI method, we calculated the low-lying energy levels for three cases: including the single and double excitations to the shells 7s, 7p, 6d, 6f , and 5g (we designate it as [7sp6df 5g]) and including the single and double excitations to [8sp7df 6g] and [9sp8df 7g]. In the last case the configuration space consisted of 2 460 000 determinants for the even-parity states and 3 000 000 determinants for the odd-parity states presenting already a significant computational challenge.
The results of calculation of the energies, using the three CI spaces described above, are given in Table I . Where available, we compare our results with those obtained in Ref. [13] in the framework of the CI+all-order method, where No was treated as a divalent atom, thus only allowing to obtain results for the 5f 14 7snl configurations. We refer a reader to Ref. [13] for the description of the CI+all-order method and its application to the calculation of the No energy levels.
The CI results are within 10-20% of those obtained in Ref. [13] , demonstrating sufficient accuracy of our CI approximation. We find a large energy separation between the states with filled and unfilled 5f shell, unlike the case of Yb. For comparison, the energy difference between the 4f 14 6s6p 2 6d, J = 1 is found to be ∼ 25000 cm −1 . For a greater confidence we also performed the energy level calculation employing the CIPT method. In contrast with the conventional CI method a full diagonalization of the energy matrix is not needed in this approach and much longer basis set can be used. It can work with sixteen valence electrons including configurations with filled and unfilled 5f shell into the CI matrix. This method is very useful since it can deal with complicated elements, for which the CI+all-order method is not applicable and the CI method is impracticable because the energy matrix is huge. The energy interval between the 5f 14 7s7p
Based on this consideration we conclude that the states with filled and unfilled 5f shell are located sufficiently far from each other. A mixing between them should be small and is not essential in calculating the properties of the low-lying states with filled 5f shell. Thus, we use in the following the CI+all-order method, as most accurate, for calculation of the HFS constants.
III. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE CONSTANTS A. HFS couplings
The HFS coupling due to nuclear multipole moments may be represented as a scalar product of two tensors of rank k,
where N (k) and T (k) act in the nuclear and electronic coordinate space, respectively. Using this expression we write the matrix element (ME) of the operator H hfs as
Here I is the nuclear spin, J is the total angular momentum of the electrons, F = I + J, and γ encapsulates all other electronic quantum numbers. In the following we restrict ourselves to the first two terms in the sum over k, considering only the interaction of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole nuclear moments with the electrons, i.e.,
We define N (1) and N (2) in a dimensionless form, expressing them through the nuclear magnetic dipole moment µ and nuclear electric quadrupole moment Q, respectively, as
where µ N is the nuclear magneton. The reduced matrix elements I|N (k) ||I (k = 1, 2) are
(2I + 3)(2I + 1)(I + 1)
is the sum of the one-particle operators
where N e is the number of the electrons in the atom and the expressions for one-particle electronic tensors T (k) i are given (in the SI units) by
where α i is the Dirac matrix, ε 0 is the dielectric constant, C
1q is a normalized spherical harmonic, C 2q is a normalized spherical function, r i is the radial position of the ith electron, andr i ≡ r i /r i .
The formulas connecting the HFS constants A and B of an atomic state |J with the matrix elements γJ||T (k) ||γJ of the electronic tensors T (k) are:
where g N = µ/(µ N I).
B. Results and estimate of uncertainties
In Ref.
[2] the nuclear ground-state properties were obtained from laser spectroscopy for the isotopes 252, 253, 254 No. Using these measurements and the calculation of the HFS constants A and B for the 5f 14 7s7p
1 P o 1 state, the nuclear magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole moments were extracted to be µ/µ N = −0.527 and Q = 5.9 b, respectively. Below, we use these values for calculation of the HFS constants for the low-lying states of 259 No (I = 9/2). This calculation was performed using the CI+all-order method, introduced in [5] and applied to calculation of nobelium energy levels in Ref. [13] . We determine the A and B HFS constants for the even-and odd-parity lowlying states of 259 No, for the future laser spectroscopy studies of other No transitions. The results are summarized in Table II where we list results of several computations to demonstrate the size of various contributions and evaluate the uncertainties of the results. The first one is two-particle CI which does not include any core corrections to the wave function. The next stage is a combination of CI and MBPT which includes core-valence correlations in the second order of the perturbation theory. Contributions to the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole HFS constants A and B (in MHz). The CI, CI+MBPT, and CI+all-order values, without any corrections to the HFS operators are listed in the columns labeled "CI", "CI+MBPT", and "CI+All", correspondingly. The RPA corrections to the HFS operator are listed in the column labeled "RPA". All other corrections to the HFS operator (core Brueckner, two particle, structure radiation, and normalization) are grouped together in the column labeled "Other". The values in column labeled "Total" are obtained as the sum of the values in the "CI+All", " RPA", and "Other" columns. The next, CI+all-order, results include third and higher-order correlations of the valence electrons with the core. This calculation provides state-of-the-art wave functions, with corrections from the entire core being included, and valence-valence correlations accurately treated in the framework of CI. We note that CI+MBPT includes CI and CI+all-order includes CI+MBPT, so these are listed as total values and not additive corrections. Next, we include corrections to the HFS expectation values beyond the correlation corrections to wave functions, which we refer to as the corrections to the HFS operator. The random-phase approximation (RPA) was taken into account to all orders and given separately in the table in the column labeled "RPA". The core Brueckner, two particle, structural radiation, and normalization corrections were calculated in the second order of MBPT (see Ref. [14] for more details). They are grouped together as "Other".
CI CI+MBPT CI+All
Since the CI calculation for two valence electrons has a negligible uncertainty, the main source of the uncertainties is the core-valence correlations. Therefore, uncertainties in the values of the HFS constants may be estimated based on differences between the CI+all-order and CI+MBPT values. The resulting uncertainties of the magnetic-dipole constants A for the triplet It is more complicated to estimate the uncertainties of the constants B because relative role of different corrections is larger. The magnitude of the "RPA" and/or "Other" corrections is comparable with the "CI+All" value of the constant in certain cases. In addition, in contrast with the constants A, the RPA and "Other" corrections have the same sign in majority of cases. Roughly estimating the absolute uncertainty to be equal to the magnitude of the correction "Other", we assume the fractional uncertainties of the B constants to be at the level of 20-25%.
We also use another method to evaluate the accuracy of the HFS constants. Similar calculations of the magneticdipole HFS constants, using the CI+all-order method, were done for Hg for the lowest-lying odd-parity 3 P 1 and 1 P 1 states and different contributions were analyzed in Ref. [15] . Hg is a good testing case for No due to similar mixing of the core-excited states of the odd-parity configurations with J = 1. As illustrated by Table III , relative contributions to Hg and No HFS constants are similar, with the only exception of the "Other" contribution which is two times larger in No due to larger core and resulting larger size of the core Brueckner corrections.
In Hg, the CI+all-order value of A( is accurate to about 5-6% making it a good case for a benchmark comparison with experiment. Both methods give uncertainty estimates that are in reasonable agreement.
We note that the A and B HFS constants of the 7s7p 1 P o 1 state were calculated also by other groups using different methods [2] . All results are in agreement within their uncertainties. Hg (I = 3/2 and µ/µN = −0.5602). The CI, CI+MBPT, and CI+all-order values, without any corrections to the HFS operators are listed in the columns labeled "CI", "CI+MBPT", and "CI+All", correspondingly. The relative differences of the CI+MBPT and CI values and the CI+all-order and CI+MBPT values are listed in % to illustrate the size of the second-order and higherorder corrections to the wave functions. The RPA corrections to the HFS operator are listed in the column labeled "RPA". The relative size (the ratio of the RPA correction and the total value) is listed in the next column in %. All other corrections to the HFS operator are grouped together in the column labeled "Other". Their relative size (the ratio of the "Other" correction and the total value) is given in the next column in %. The values in column labeled "Total" are obtained as (CI+All) + RPA + Other. The experimental values for Hg are given in the last column. [17] .
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IV. CONCLUSION
We calculated the energy levels of the low-lying evenand odd-parity states in the framework of 16-electron CI method to demonstrate significant reordering of the No energy levels in comparison with the homology Yb. In contrast with Yb the No states with a hole in the f shell are lying sufficiently high; a possible mixing with the states with filled f shell is small and does not influences significantly on their properties. As a result, the lowlying divalent No levels can be reliably treated with the CI+all-order method.
We predicted the values for 7s7p, 7s6d, and 7s8p magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole HFS constants using the CI+all-order method, also incorporating the different corrections to the HFS operators. The uncertainties of the recommended values are estimated. We find that the theoretical accuracy for the 7s7p 
